
ICON™ Idle
Control System

Just set it...
and forget it!

ICON™ eliminates unnecessary idling, lowers

fuel costs and reduces maintenance costs.

ICON™ Idle Control technology is simple to

use...just park your truck, put it in neutral and

turn ICON™ on. 

ICON™’s Engine Mode monitors oil tempera-

ture and battery voltage through a sensory

system. When the temperature or battery

drops below a preset level, ICON™ tells the

ECM to start the engine. As soon as the oil

temperature and/or battery voltage reaches

normal readings, ICON™ shuts the engine 

off... it’s that easy! 

You benefit from knowing 

the engine will start every

time, regardless of ambient

conditions.



ICON™ Pays For Itself
Cummins ICON™ saves you money in many ways:

� Since trucks idle less with ICON™, that means major

savings in fuel costs. For many operations, ICON™

will pay for itself in as little as twelve months.*

� ICON™ reduces lengthy engine warm-up time in cold

weather conditions so trucks get on the roadfaster,

increasing productivity.

� Decreased idle time can also reduce engine wear

and increase engine life-to-overhaul, while still

maintaining recommended engine temperature and

battery levels. This helps prevent cylinder scuffing

and buildup of sludge, acid, carbon deposits and

other contaminates.

The ICON™ Advantage
We’re so confident ICON™ will perform beyond your

expectations, we warranty both our material and 

workmanship. Best of all, ICON works on Signature,

ISX, ISM, N14 Plus, and M11 Plus engines. 

For more details contact your local Cummins 

distributor or visit www.cummins.com, e-mail 

powermaster@cummins.com, call 1-800-DIESELS 

(1-800-343-7357) or fax us at 1-800-232-6393.

Cab Comfort Option
The ultimate in comfort...ICON™ Cab Comfort mode
starts and stops the engine according to bunk tem-
perature, keeping operators warm in the winter and
cool in the summer. ICON™ Cab Comfort gradually
lowers engine rpm before shutoff, ensuring the 
operators won’t be disturbed by an abrupt change. 
And ICON™’s Cab Comfort option allows the engine
to idle continuously during extreme conditions,
assuring driver comfort.

Order ICON™ with the Cab Comfort option...the 
ultimate in driver comfort and make your operators
the  happiest on the road! 
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*Payback time will vary based on idle reduction and fuel cost


